ONEBurbank Supports Creative
Vision at Quantum Creation FX
ONEBurbank is a suite of BWP fiber optic services offered to Burbank
businesses looking for exceptionally fast and reliable bandwidth.
Visit ONEBurbank at ONEBurbank.com
Quantum Creation FX is committed
to being the leader in cutting edge
costume and makeup effects at
affordable prices. Founded in 2005,
the Burbank company creates highend, individually crafted specialty
costumes and state-of-the-art, lifelike
prosthetic and makeup effects.
Every project receives dedication, innovation and
attention from a team of award-winning artists.
Quantum’s costumes are custom-made works of art,
featured in films like TRON: Legacy, Hunger Games,
Snow White and the Huntsman, and Star Trek (2009).
For extreme realism, the company’s specialized makeups
and prosthetics can produce human-like creatures.
Using advanced technologies, Quantum pioneered the
development of 3D rendering to craft specialty costumes
for TRON: Legacy. For Sucker Punch, Quantum combined animatronics, makeup and prosthetics to produce
a sophisticated biomechanical makeup. Quantum’s
imaginative design innovations create unforgettable
TV and film characters.

We strive for a high degree of excellence in all areas
of our business and we work hard to help our clients
realize their artistic vision on film.
Living up to high standards means it’s a necessity to have
the most efficient internet service possible. We found
BWP’s ONEBurbank through an informational mailer,
and we were impressed by the other companies who
also use it. ONEBurbank is dedicated to good customer
service more than other providers, which is extremely
important to us.
We’re very happy with ONEBurbank. We appreciate the
faster upload and download speeds and the reliability
and efficiency of our internet service. ONEBurbank
enhances our working environment and allows our team
to focus on what they do best: offering an exceptional
product that achieves our clients’ creative vision at an
economical cost.
We welcome Quantum Creation FX as another
satisfied ONEBurbank customer! Visit their website at
quantumcreationfx.com for more information.

Christian Beckman, the President, Owner and Project
Producer for Quantum Creation FX, talks about BWP’s
ONEBurbank fiber service:
Above: The unique lobby displays a collection of costumes created by Quantum Creation FX.
Inset: Christian Beckman, President, Owner, and Project Producer.

